
Information and part count needed for Innovate comprehensive

security and video automation systems.

All these parts can be integrated and controlled using one security and automation

application with Innovate Monitoring and Automation Systems.

Monitoring and Automation without video for all sensors is $30.00 per month

Monitoring and Automation with video up to 4 cameras is $40.00 per month

Monitoring and Automation with 5-8 Cameras are $50.00 per month

Primary Sensor, Video, and Automation Count/Recommendation Guidelines for

Innovate Clients:

1. Man Door Sensor Count -

(Include Garage to House, Slider Doors, Garage Man Door, Roll Doors, and doors you may not

consider like crawl space access from the outside of home and dog doors)

2. Motion Sensors Count -

Hallways, staircases, and large rooms like great rooms and master bedroom

3. Glass Break Sensors Count -

Locations such as doors with windows, rooms with windows that do not open, and any zone

where multiple windows can be covered by one sensor located on an opposing wall.

4. Window Contact Count -

all windows that open especially on ground level, basement, and 2nd level with easy roof access

from the ground. (Also can be used for safes, liquor cabinets, gun storage cabinets set to notify

only)

5. Panic Sensors Buttons Count -

Located at entry door locations and can be set to silent or audible. Also recommended in the

master bedroom at the bedside or portable version kept close to sleeping master sleeping.



6. Smoke, Heat, CO Detectors, Freeze Sensors Count -

Recommended at a minimum on each level of the home and heat sensor only in the kitchen,

garage, attic, and shop if applicable. Also, recommend Smoke and CO in each sleeping hallway of

the home or in each bedroom of the home.

7. Water sensors Count -

Located in the kitchen under the refrigerator, dishwater, the kitchen sink - Washer dryer area

under washer - Bathrooms prone to freeze on outside walls of home - Mechanical room hot

water heater. Any place with the potential for a water leak.

8. Video Cameras Location Count -

Front view of home - back view of home and side views especially at door entrances.

Doorbell cameras are recommended as well and can be integrated with our systems.

Interior cameras are recommended if you have teenagers or have a second home that is vacant

often especially if it is on a golf course.

Keep in mind:

Cameras will need to be plugged into an AC outlet for power. We recommend having AC

outlets installed by an electrician at camera locations prior to installation.

4 cameras monthly are $40.00 per month.

8 Cameras monthly is $50.00 per month.

Video Doorbell Cameras are an additional $5.00 per month

9. Automation integration possible with Innovate DIY S.A.V.E Systems -

Thermostat control - Deadbolt control - Dimmer light switch control - Lamp module control -

AC outlet Control -  Stove top burner especially with young kids or elderly - Garage Door Control

Some automation parts may need to be coordinated with a handyman or tradesman for

installation.  Additional Monthly Automation Service Costs may apply.


